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ABSTRACT 

 

Location decisions are an important determinant of success in a variety of contexts—sporting 

events, entertainment events, and, for example, academic conferences.  However, the literature 

relating to location decisions has mainly focused on one-off manufacturing, warehouse and depot 

location, and hotel and service facility decisions, using optimization models to minimize single 

objective functions of cost, distance, or time travelled for a single stakeholder. This presentation 

will examine event location decisions that are repeated over time, have multiple stakeholders, are 

multi-criteria in nature and can be examined at multiple levels. In particular, it will outline the 

process undertaken to determine location decisions for WDSI annual meetings. 

 

It does so by examining the annual meetings of WDSI as a set of academic events for which 

location decisions require multi-level considerations involving the choice and sequencing of 

geographic regional areas; the choice of a destination venue within a region; and the choice of an 

event venue, for example, a hotel property within that destination.  Such location decisions must 

also consider criteria relevant to (1) WDSI as a not-for-profit organization, (2) WDSI members 

and potential event participants and attendees, and (3) the hotel property or venue owner.  While 

quantitative financial or monetary criteria are relevant for all stakeholders, they are often 

intertwined with qualitative criteria relating to timing, the suitability of the event venue for 

academic conference purposes, the nature and flexibility of contract arrangements with the venue 

owner, associated risk to WDSI, and the attractiveness of the destination and event venue. 

 

The process used to select and contract with hotels for WDSI meeting sites is significant and 

relevant. Many decision sciences tools are used throughout this process, both on the part of 

WDSI officers and the hotel properties vying for the contracts.  This panel presentation will 

allow attendees to hear from four current/past presidents who have been involved multiple times 

in this process.  WDSI members have often asked about the site and hotel selection process for 

WDSI meetings, and we hope by the end of this panel discussion, many of the mysteries of 

WDSI conference site selection will be clarified. 

 

While hotel properties are trying to compete for WDSI business and maximize their profit, 

WDSI officers are trying to ensure the property has the right characteristics including size, 

location, accessibility, and price to meet members’ expectations. Topics covered in the panel 

discussion will include the following: 

● General geographic location selection    

● Criteria for hotel selection 
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● Preliminary contacts with hotels and/or convention bureaus   

● Arrangements for onsite visits with selected properties 

● Concessions we look for to benefit WDSI members   

● Actual site visits and preliminary negotiations 

● Further negotiations leading to a final choice and a signed contract 

● Post-contract issues that precede the meeting   

● Issues in logistics of hosting the meeting 

● Lessons learned 


